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Transcultural Memory and the Troostmeisjes/Comfort
Women Photographic Project
KATHARINE MCGREGOR AND VERA MACKIE
[History & Memory 30 (1): 116–150]
In 2008 and 2009, a Dutch photographer, Jan Banning, and an anthropologist, Hilde Janssen, traveled
around Indonesia to document, with photographs and testimonies, survivors of militarized sexual abuse
by the Japanese military during the three-year occupation (1942–1945) of the former Dutch colony, the
Netherlands East Indies. We argue that the resultant photographic project can best be understood within
the framework of “the politics of pity” and the associated genres of representation. The project creators
anticipated a cosmopolitan audience that might be moved to action to support the survivors. Yet, as the
project was exhibited in different sites, the women’s memories were interpreted through local
“knowledge systems” and “mnemonic practices.” We analyze the reception of these photographs in
diverse local contexts.
Keywords: militarized sexual abuse; Asia-Pacific War; survivor memory; photography; Indonesia;
Japan; Netherlands

THE PHOTOGRAPHS
From April to August 2010, the Kunsthal Museum of Rotterdam presented an
exhibition of photographs depicting elderly Indonesian women in their eighties or so.
The photographs were in portrait style, showing head and shoulders, slightly larger
than life, with the subjects posed against dark backgrounds. The photographic quality
was excellent—one could see details like individual grey hairs standing out against
the dark backdrop, wrinkles etched on faces, moles and liver spots on skin, cataracts
in eyes. In one case, the camera had captured a fly resting on a woman’s hat. This
suggested a moment frozen in time, but also evoked a hot climate where flies moved
sluggishly. The plain, dark background reduced historical and geographical
specificity, but the sight of the fly, ready to fly off at any moment, suggested a whole
world outside the photograph.
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All of the women have a front-on orientation to the camera and a direct gaze.
The similar pose, orientation and size of the photographs suggest that the women have
something in common, that they have a similar relationship to the camera, to the
photographer and to the viewer. These positionings also suggest careful staging on the
part of the photographer. Some women wear sarong kebaya and some wear a jillbab
or other head covering. Each distinctive style of dress suggests regional differences or
membership in particular ethnic, religious or cultural communities. There is a tension
between seeing each woman as one of a group with common characteristics and
seeing each woman as an individual.
Each woman looks directly at the camera, without smiling. Their gaze may be
read as accusatory by audiences because these are not just any elderly Indonesian
women. They were sought out and photographed because they are survivors of the
enforced military prostitution/sexual slavery system perpetrated by the Japanese army
and navy in the Asia-Pacific War of the 1930s and 1940s.
Photographer Jan Banning and anthropologist Hilde Janssen spent two years
traveling around Indonesia in 2008 and 2009. They drew upon activist networks to
track down survivors and then interviewed and photographed 120 women. The
exhibition, under the title Troostmeisjes/Comfort Women, displays photographs and
profiles of 18 of the 120 women they interviewed.1 The catalogue and exhibition
provide briefer profiles of a larger number of survivors, also drawing on accounts
from nongovernmental organizations (NGOs).
At the time of writing, the photographs have been displayed across the world.
We analyze how the women’s memories are translated as the photographs move
across different geographies and mediums of memory. To capture this process of the
translation of memories Astrid Erll has proposed a new focus on the “transcultural”
and “localized” dimensions of memory. The term “transcultural memory” attempts to
capture the fluidity of memory and its “continual ‘travels’ and ongoing
transformations through time and space, across social, linguistic and political
borders.”2 The process by which memories become “localized” refers not to a process
by which memories simply move into “another culture,” but instead one through
which they are “reconstructed as complex constellations of intersecting group
allegiances, mnemonic practices, and knowledge systems.”3 In this largely theoretical
article Erll, however, does not provide extended examples of transcultural or localized
memory.
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Since this 2011 essay, Erll and other authors have begun to apply these
concepts to case studies. In a 2015 special issue of History & Memory, Geoffrey
White and Eveline Buchheim adapted Erll’s ideas on traveling memory to consider
the ways in which memory is, in their words, “transited,” rather than sited in one
place.4 The issue presented discrete case studies of traveling war memory as
individuals moved across borders to confront difficult memories. In a more recent
essay Erll has examined how three films address the transculturality of memory in
Europe by engaging with multiple forms of border crossing.5
In this essay we provide a detailed case study of the transcultural and localized
dimensions of memory at work in the Troostmeisjes photographic project as it
traveled across the world. We assess how memory informs the exhibition from the
point of production to the display of the photographs across different geographical
borders and in different mediums. In order to analyze the transcultural and localized
dimensions of memory at work we consider the different audiences that this
exhibition

potentially

engaged

with,

including

transnational

cosmopolitan

communities and communities that might have been more challenged by the
exhibition’s content. We also consider how the memories presented in the exhibition
were reinterpreted according to local mnemonic practices and knowledge systems.
The life portraits featured in this exhibition have qualities that place them
somewhere between documentation and art. Artistic representations of the survivors
of militarized sexual abuse have become increasingly common in the last two decades
and include novels, paintings, art installations, animation, statuary, memorials and
museums.6 There have been some critical reflections on the work, for example, of
Korean American artistic engagement with this past.7 Scholars have not yet fully
considered what happens to memories of violent pasts when they are communicated
and translated for diverse audiences. Before we consider this movement of memory
we introduce our methodological approach to the photographs as visual sources and
our reflections on the politics underpinning the project.

PLACING IMAGES AND TEXTS IN HISTORY
Photographs can be read in several ways: through an engagement with the properties
of each photograph as an isolated image, through its juxtaposition with text and
3

paratext, through its serial placement and juxtaposition with other images, through
intertextual links with other images and texts that the viewer is familiar with, and in a
longer genealogy of similar representations. Each representation or group of
representations also needs to be placed in history. The experience of looking at a
photograph is different depending on whether it is viewed as a small photographic
print which can be held in the hand, in a book, reproduced in a magazine, on the
internet, in a frame, or as an exhibit on a museum wall.8
As the photographs have circulated across the globe spectators have viewed
them in galleries, museums, in printed form and on the internet. In this article we
theorize how these photographs are positioned to address diverse audiences with
different historical connections to the Japanese occupation of Indonesia and with
different allegiances. We trace how memories of the women’s experiences are
reconstructed along the way.
Following Gillian Rose’s methodology for analyzing visual images, we
consider the production of these images, their composition and how they are “seen by
various audiences.”9 In doing so we reflect on the people behind the exhibition, the
particular genre of photography used and the women captured in the photographs and
captions. We pay particular attention here to how the women’s memories and
experiences have been framed in the brief life stories provided.
The Troostmeisjes photographic project canvasses one of the most sensitive
topics in histories of war and genocide, that of sexual violence. It is not the first
photographic or documentary project to do this. In 2008, the Israeli photographer
Jonathan Torgovnic produced an exhibition and accompanying documentary called
“Intended Consequences,” focusing on mothers and their children born of rapes
during the Rwandan genocide of 1994.10 The Troostmeisjes project focuses on
Indonesian women’s experiences of sexual violence by Japanese soldiers and their
contemporary despair or resolve, depending on how the project is interpreted. What
purposes then do photographs of survivors of sexual violence serve?
In order to consider this question it is useful to place this project within a longstanding philosophical debate on the “politics of pity.” In her contribution to this
debate Hannah Arendt pointed to the distinction made between those who suffer, and
those who do not, and the related focus on the spectacle of “the unfortunate.”11
Building on her work, Luc Boltanski12 and Lilie Chouliaraki13 have each considered
the ethics and efficacy of visual representation in contemporary art and news media.
4

They have identified several modes of address in the representation of suffering. The
genre of political denunciation aims to stir up feelings of anger vis-à-vis the evildoer
who inflicted pain on the sufferer; the genre of philanthropy aims to activate feelings
of tender-heartedness and actions to comfort the sufferer; the mode of sublimation
prompts reflection on the conditions of human misery.14 As we trace the movement of
memory across different iterations of this project we ask: what is the mode of address
of this particular collection of photographs? Is it denunciatory, philanthropic or
sublime; or perhaps a combination of all three? How does this mode of address frame
our response to the gaze of the women who gazed at the camera, and who now appear
to gaze at us from the walls of the museum or the pages of a book? In order to
contextualize these images, we begin by briefly surveying the history of enforced
military prostitution/ military sexual slavery as it played out in the Netherlands East
Indies.

BACKGROUND
The history of the enforced military prostitution/sexual slavery system is intimately
entwined with the history of imperialism in East Asia. Even before Japan’s formal and
informal empire was established, Japanese entrepreneurs set up brothels in Southeast
Asia staffed by emigrant Japanese women (known as Karayuki-san) from around the
1870s.15 A licensed prostitution system was established in Japan in the late nineteenth
century, and later in the colonies of Taiwan and South Korea.16
Some see this system as a response to the criticism Japan had received over
the sexual violence perpetrated during the Nanjing Massacre of 1937. This, however,
elides the fact that the Japanese military had been engaged in the management of
soldiers’ sexuality throughout the modern period and that the first military brothels
were set up well before 1937.17 By 1945, Japanese armed forces had captured territory
in the Pacific, South Asia, Southeast Asia and East Asia and they set up military
brothels wherever they advanced. Some facilities were directly managed by the
military; some were managed by private entrepreneurs but regulated by the military;
some were privately run but catered to soldiers.
Perhaps 100,000 women were enslaved in these military brothels—some
estimate 200,000 or more. It is likely that the majority of these women were from the
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colony of Korea or from China, but everywhere the Japanese army advanced, local
women were captured, enslaved and transported from one battlefield to another.18
Women from other parts of Asia were transported to the Netherlands East Indies and
Timor while Javanese women were transported to other parts of the Netherlands East
Indies or third countries.19
Japan invaded the Netherlands East Indies in late 1941 and occupied the
country from March 1942. During the occupation an estimated 22,000 local women
were sexually assaulted by Japanese soldiers, including those in so-called “comfort”
facilities.20 An estimated 200–300 Dutch or mixed heritage women were “recruited”
into the system of enforced military prostitution.21 There are very few empirical
studies focusing on the Netherlands East Indies, so we have only a basic outline of the
system, which included movie theaters, bars, restaurants, hotels and so-called
“comfort stations.”22 The most detailed records concern the Dutch and mixed heritage
women taken from internment camps to serve in “brothels” in Semarang.23
In the colony there had been a long-standing trend of Dutch men forming
relationships with local women as concubines. In the colonial era women laborers in
plantations often supplemented their very low wages through prostitution. Both local
and Dutch women (and some Karayuki-san) engaged in various forms of prostitution
catering for both local and Dutch men.24 On the invasion of Indonesia the Japanese
recruited first from among those already engaged in sex work. Women were also
coerced or duped with promises of becoming performers, getting an education or
training as nurses.25 The expectation of financial gain motivated some locals to hand
over women to the Japanese.26 Militarized sexual abuse took several forms from
isolated incidents of sexual assault to enslavement in military brothels.
After the end of the Asia-Pacific War the Dutch held local military tribunals.
Although Indonesian, ethnic Chinese and mixed heritage women detained in the same
facilities were interviewed, only crimes against “Dutch” victims were prosecuted.27
This immediately marked out Dutch survivors as somehow different from Indonesian
women or other women across Asia who have never been vindicated in an official
trial of those responsible.28
Almost fifty years after the wartime events—in 1991—South Korean survivor
Kim Hak Sun (1924–97) was the first to speak out in her own name in the context of a
campaign for redress.29 Kim’s testimony prompted Jan Ruff O’Herne, a survivor of
Dutch origin, now resident in Australia, to speak out. She is now the most famous
6

survivor from the Netherlands East Indies due to her public activism and her memoir,
which has appeared in English, Indonesian and Japanese.30
Several Indonesian women, such as Mardiyem (1929–2007) and Emah
Kastinah, also chose to speak out in the 1990s.31 They became global activists on this
issue. They were supported by human rights activists and Indonesian former soldiers
who had served as auxiliaries in the Japanese military who documented survivors’
experiences as they sought compensation and apology from the Japanese
government.32 They received little support from the Indonesian government during the
military-dominated Suharto regime (1968–98), though. The survivors and their
supporters were disappointed when the Indonesian Minister of Social Affairs accepted
a deal in 1996 to receive funding from the controversial semi-private Japanese
organization, the Asian Women’s Fund. The funds were used to build nursing homes
in several cities for the elderly and surviving women rather than directing
compensation to individual survivors.33
Four Indonesian and two Dutch women participated in the Women’s
International War Crimes Tribunal on Japan’s Military Sexual Slavery in Tokyo in
2000.34 This people’s tribunal (hereafter, the Women’s Tribunal) indicted the Emperor
of Japan, ten high military officials and the Japanese government. The judgment,
handed down in December 2001, found that the Japanese Emperor, the Japanese
government and the other accused individuals were liable for criminal responsibility
for crimes against humanity committed through the system of sexual slavery.35 It is
the individual histories of the Indonesian survivors that Banning and Janssen explore
in their project, as we discuss below. Yet it is not only the history and memories of the
women photographed that motivated this project.

TESTIMONIES AND PORTRAITS
Photographer Jan Banning has a personal connection to the Dutch colonization of the
East Indies and the Japanese occupation of the Netherlands East Indies, for both of his
parents were born in the former Dutch colony. Following the Japanese takeover in
1942 his father and grandfather were recruited as forced laborers (rōmusha). Several
years prior to the Troostmeisjes collection, Banning showed an exhibition entitled
Sporen van oorlog: Overlevenden van de Birma- en de Pakanbaroe-spoorweg (Traces
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of War: Survivors of the Burma and Sumatra Railways). It featured upper body
portraits of former Indonesian and Dutch rōmusha, including his father, in an effort to
raise awareness of this shared history in both countries. Banning, who is trained in
economic and social history, has explained, “[y]our choice of subjects, at least in my
case, starts from the heart and from there you work on with your mind.”36 For
Banning, then, the Troostmeisjes project evolved from a sense of joint victimhood
between the Indonesians and the Dutch at the hands of the Japanese, but also a sense
that Dutch society had not yet sufficiently acknowledged Indonesian suffering in this
period. Hilde Janssen also recognized that, except for the Semarang case, the fate of
women from Indonesia had been ignored in the postwar trials and treaties.37
The Japanese occupation of Indonesia is remembered, particularly amongst the
“Indies community,” whose families had once lived in the Netherlands East Indies, as
a bitter time not only because of personal experiences of internment and forced labor,
but also because it represented the beginning of the loss of the former colony and
homeland.38 There has been Dutch advocacy for compensation from the Japanese
government for survivors of prisoner of war camps and of forced labor, through
groups such as the Foundation of Japanese Debts of Honor (Stichting Japanse
Ereschulden). The memory of the Japanese occupation of the abandoned colony is
marginalized in the Netherlands, in comparison to memories of the German
occupation of the Netherlands.39 In presenting this past to Dutch audiences Banning
and Janssen were thus reminding them not only of the Dutch connection to Indonesia
but also of Indonesian suffering. What is elided in these memories, however, is the
Dutch colonial relationship with Indonesia. In many ways the Dutch and the Japanese
had parallel relationships with the Indonesian people: as colonial rulers for several
centuries on the part of the Dutch, and as military occupiers for a few years on the
part of the Japanese. The antagonistic wartime relationship between the Dutch and the
Japanese, however, obscures this parallelism.
While in Indonesia Hilde Janssen learned about the survivors there. In the
catalogue to the exhibition, she reports that she and Banning wanted to “record these
women’s personal experiences through portraits, in pictures and in text. Before it’s
too late.”40 By displaying these photographs they hoped they could assist in the longterm struggle of survivors for compensation from the Japanese government. They
hoped that the project would “contribute to the prevention of future atrocities” and
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framed it in the context of ongoing patterns of militarized sexual violence.41 That is,
one impetus for the project was a philanthropic one.
With the assistance of Indonesian activists and networks Banning and Janssen
traveled around the Indonesian islands of Java, the Moluccas, East Kalimantan, North
Sumatra and West Timor in search of survivors.42 This included assistance from
advocates for Indonesian survivors, the feminist lawyer and researcher Nursyahbani
Katjasungkana who served as the Indonesian prosecutor in the 2000 Women’s
Tribunal, as well as staff from Indonesian Legal Aid (LBH), the organization that
drove activism in the early 1990s. Janssen, who is fluent in the Indonesian language,
first conducted an interview with each woman in her home to record her testimony of
the occupation and her life after the war. She then escorted each interviewee to a
makeshift studio nearby to be photographed by Banning.43 The intention was that the
women would be “in the same state of mind, thinking about what had happened to
them” and that this would show in their faces.44
In an interview with an Indonesian researcher Janssen revealed that she and
Banning debated which women would be included in the exhibition.45 In the 2010
book published by Janssen, which consisted mostly of the women’s testimonies, she
focused on factors such as whether each woman had an interesting story that perhaps
represented one kind of experience of the survivors of the system. She also prioritized
interviews with women whose stories had not been told before.46 Meanwhile, for the
exhibition and accompanying catalogue Banning made selections based on the
photographs that in his view best captured each “woman’s spirit.”47 In a documentary
about the process of photographing the women, Banning comments on the photograph
of Paini, “I think she is very disarming on [sic.] the photograph. There is something
funny. The wildness of her hair almost suggests some sort of desperation.48 Banning
was thus trying to capture a particular representation of each woman—a trace of
trauma, perhaps—that he believed matched their stories. The photographs were thus
supposed to convey the women’s suffering. In commenting on Paini’s beauty Banning
also situates this photograph in the discourse of the sublime. It is the portrait of one
individual with a specific history, but it is also something “beautiful” that might be
appreciated for its aesthetics.49 In this sense the photographic project also addresses a
broader community of persons interested in art and aesthetics.
This process raises questions about the women’s consent to participate in the
project. Even if they did explicitly provide consent, we might reflect on the dynamics
9

of the relationship between the first world photographer and anthropologist and the
third world women. Were the photographic subjects in a position to refuse
participation?50 On one occasion the husband of an intended subject became angry
with Janssen and Banning for not asking his permission first and then demanded
payment of two million rupiah (approximately 150 US dollars) in return for his wife’s
participation. Janssen responded that they did not have any money—adding that in her
view paying for the women’s stories would have been offensive to the women.51
There were several outcomes of their research: the exhibition of photographs
with some contextual information about the survivors, a catalogue which largely
reproduces the content of the exhibition, with an introduction by Hilde Janssen and
text in Dutch and English, a feature in a Japanese photojournalism magazine which
largely reproduces the content of Banning and Janssen’s catalogue, the substantial
book by Janssen on her interviews, and Frank van Osch’s documentary film which
follows Janssen as she interviews the survivors. By late 2017, the exhibition had been
shown in many locations across the world.52 Below we survey selected iterations of
the book and exhibition. We consider where different modes of address were used,
how the women’s memories were “localized” and how some audiences responded to
the images. We focus on the Netherlands, Indonesia and Japan.

THE EXHIBITION
The first iteration of the Troostmeisjes exhibition was at the Kunsthal museum in
Rotterdam in 2010. It provided very limited historical context—a short introduction
and the photographs accompanied by captions indicating the women’s given names,
where the women originated from and where they had been detained. In the book
produced to accompany the exhibition further context is provided by what the authors
call the “list of coercion and violence,” which draws on information from Janssen’s
interviews as well as information collected by a Dutch NGO (Project Implementation
Committee of the Netherlands).53 The list includes both Dutch and Indonesian
women, identified only by their first initial to ensure their privacy. The experience of
each woman is described in a brief sentence, with information from the NGO source
and Janssen’s interviews. Other details such as the place they were taken are changed
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to further disguise the stories: “J. Taken from camp Moentilan and forced into
prostitution. As a result has been unable to bear children.”54
A select number of Janssen’s Indonesian interviewees, whose portraits appear
in the exhibition and book, are named and there is a brief description of their fate in
captions in the book and the exhibition:
Dominggas. 1928. Empiawas. Babar. South Moluccas.
A Japanese retaliatory action on October 5, 1944, in the village of Empiawas
resulted in a mass slaughtering. In the process, about 800 villagers were
murdered, including Dominggas’ parents and four younger brothers and
sisters. She was taken as the spoils of war and as a 16-year-old girl forced into
prostitution for almost a year in the military brothel along with 12 other
village girls.… She lost her first child soon after giving birth and never got
pregnant again. She adopted two children and now has 10 grandchildren and a
few great-grandchildren. “The family is starting to grow again.”55
Paini. 1930. Igoo. Getasan, Central Java.
From age 13, Paini performed forced labor at a local barracks.… In the
evening, after work, she was taken from home to the barracks and raped
repeatedly.... A second arranged marriage, with an older widower, failed after
only five months. After that, she worked for a while as a maid before she
started a family with her third husband. “I told him that I had been ‘used,’ but
he liked me anyway. We experienced a lot of joy together. That’s why I have a
lot of children now and grandchildren.”56
Umi. 1930. Igso, Sukabumi, West Java.
Umi was 13 when two of her sisters were taken to a brothel by Japanese
soldiers. She, too, was taken there after a few months. Her two sisters were
abused for five months, until that became impossible because of internal
injuries. “My sisters were very pretty. The Japanese lined up for them. They
protected me, because I was so young. They would say ‘Leave my little sister
alone, just take me.’ I was taken, too, but not so badly. I still was able to have
children.” Umi married at a later age, to a family member because no one else
wanted her. She had four children….57
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Given that the brief testimonies are presented in English and Dutch, there has
obviously been an extensive process of distillation, editing and translation. The
summaries are each of similar length and tone. Nevertheless, although the captions
emphasize the women’s suffering, even these brief extracts from their testimonies
indicate that for many of the women, their stories of children, grandchildren and
great-grandchildren take their lives beyond historical trauma. Saniken, after
recounting her experiences, reflects that, “I don’t want to think about the past, which I
have buried under good memories.”58 Similar themes appear in the testimonies of
other survivors. Even for those who could not bear their own children, some adopted
children or gained a family through marriage to a widower with children. By choosing
to remember these experiences, the women’s lives are taken away from the historical
categories of (former) so-called “comfort woman” or “survivor” and demonstrate that
they have other identities as wife, mother, stepmother, grandmother and community
member.
Hilde Janssen presents a composite picture of the women’s feelings.
The women in this book nevertheless were willing to break the silence to have
their history recorded. They don’t want new generations of women to become
the victim [sic] of sexual violence. And they want to be acknowledged, not
only by apologies but also through the financial compensation that advocacy
groups have promised them for years. From such motives, they draw the
strength to conquer their shame and look the world in the eyes.59
Janssen’s comments reflect the tension that Boltanski observed in invocations of the
“politics of pity” whereby there is a need to convey individual suffering, to invoke
pity and at the same time to convey generalizations about a group of people in order
to make the case for political action.60 In the process of assigning a generalized
framing of survivors’ lives as traumatic, however, the women’s own framing of their
life stories is elided. The brief extracts above suggest the women’s resistance to
seeing themselves as defined solely by this historical experience of suffering.
In her critique of how expert historians and lawyers represent the testimony of
South Korean survivors Hyunah Yang argues that researchers should follow the “map
of memory” that each survivor uses rather than inserting survivor memory into their
12

own framing and making the women “passive recipients of the final text.”61 Yang
reflects on the very process of collecting testimony. She shows how testimony is
shaped through the encounters between the individual who witnesses and the
interlocutor who records the testimony, and then through processes of editing and
translation.62
Audience responses to photographs are also shaped by context and framing
devices. Rose reminds us that photographs reflect three modalities: “technological,
compositional and social.”63 In the Kunsthal Museum exhibition, the photographs are
slightly larger than life. One could stand in front of the photographs with the illusion
of staring directly into each woman’s eyes as the photographer had done. The size and
positioning of the photographs created the feeling of looking up at, rather than down
on, the women. Walking around the museum looking at portrait after portrait was
quite overwhelming.
In light of histories of colonialism and war, Sontag64 and Chouliaraki65 have
each offered vigorous critiques of Eurocentric representations of the suffering of
distant others, often from Asia and Africa, especially in the context of war journalism.
Sontag argues that the photographer’s hidden assumption is often that “the other, even
when not an enemy is regarded only as someone to be seen, not someone (like us)
who also sees.”66 Yet, unlike wartime photography, Banning took the photographs
long after the infliction of harm and apparently with the women’s consent.67
Furthermore, he asserts that his photographs gave the women the opportunity to “look
back” to the world. He explains that he wanted to capture a “feeling of intimacy[,] of
being so close to someone [because] basically you, as the people who look at the
photograph, are virtually just as close as I was with the camera.”68
Each woman has been photographed against a plain greyish-blue background,
which is reminiscent of the black background that has become a convention for the
documentary filming of testimonies.69 This produces a sense of cohesion across the
photographs but also signals intertextual links with other documentaries and
testimonies, suggesting how the photographs are to be read. This is different to the
documentary, where we see each woman in a domestic setting, surrounded by homely
items.
In the museum, the photographs are juxtaposed with wartime propaganda
posters. This tells us that the women are being positioned with reference to their
experience in wartime. They are being placed in history. They were born in the colony
13

of the Dutch East Indies; suffered occupation by the Japanese military in the 1940s;
and are now citizens of the independent nation-state of Indonesia. The authors explain
that the “posters show the male, heroic and violent side opposite to the reality of the
violated women.”70 This suggests a particular gender order, of male perpetrators of
violence and female victims. This is not just a matter of gender, though. The women
were positioned in the crosscurrents of Dutch and Japanese colonialisms, and their
memories and histories are refracted through another seventy-odd years of history.
Like the rōmusha laborers, internees and prisoners of war, they share the experience
of violence and exploitation by the Imperial Japanese Army and Navy, but the
memories of these different forms of abuse are remembered along gendered lines.71
From its first iterations in the book and exhibitions, there was an implied
audience. The first implied audience was perhaps those who might empathize with
victimized persons, based on concepts of shared humanity that extend beyond ethnic,
political or national identification. In this sense, then, the exhibition addressed
members of an undefined cosmopolitan audience who might regularly engage with
“globally produced memories of failures to address human rights abuses.”72 Apart
from the exhibitions mentioned above Banning has compiled photographic
exhibitions dealing with human rights issues such as the repatriation of former
Moluccans from the Netherlands to Indonesia; poverty in Malawi; the effects of Agent
Orange in Vietnam; homelessness in the American South; and on socially excluded
migrant workers in the Netherlands.73 Banning is thus motivated by the goal of social
criticism and links this to social change. He noticeably anticipates audiences with a
shared sense of outrage at cases of human suffering. He firmly believes, then, that a
form of transnational solidarity that extends beyond one’s national identity is possible.
By adding English captions as well as the original Dutch they were also addressing a
wider international audience.
Yet there also seemed to be a process of the localization of memories as the
exhibition traveled to different countries and as Banning, Janssen and the local
organizers with whom they worked anticipated certain subnational audiences. In the
Netherlands there was an awareness that Dutch audiences, although diverse, may have
shared connections to this history based on family experience of colonialism and the
more prominent remembrance of Dutch women survivors of the system. In Indonesia
and Japan, however, the exhibition acquired different meanings according to specific
local cultural and historical context.
14

THE INDONESIAN TOUR
The Indonesian version of the exhibition included the same content as the Dutch
exhibition, but with captions in Indonesian. It premiered at Erasmus Huis, the Dutch
Cultural Centre, in the capital city of Jakarta in August 2010. The collection then
traveled around the island of Java until early 2012, showing in Semarang, Yogyakarta,
Surabaya and Malang, all of which had been locations of the military facilities.74 The
women featured in the exhibition came from Central and West Java and the South
Moluccas.
What difference did it make that the same exhibition that had toured Europe
was now on display in Indonesia? Instead of spectators from other countries looking
upon the faces of Indonesian survivors as distant others it was now fellow Indonesians
looking upon them and being asked to revisit something that had occurred in their
history. The styles of dress that the women wore would be immediately recognizable
and could potentially be matched with the women’s local ethnic groups. Audiences
may thus have felt a closer identification with these women than, say, Dutch audience
members who did not have personal connections to the former colony, not to mention
international visitors to the museum. Yet Indonesian audiences were also separated
from the women by the long passage of time since the war. They were potentially also
distanced by class. Most of the survivors lived in fairly humble circumstances while
most attendees at the exhibition were likely to have been university students or other
members of Indonesia’s urban middle class. These audience members, like other
cosmopolitan international audiences, perhaps shared an interest in history and human
rights or in art more broadly.
Many of the host Indonesian organizations held public discussions at the
exhibition venues. The women whose photographs appeared in these exhibitions did
not, to our knowledge, accompany the exhibitors to talk about their stories. In these
discussions the Indonesian hosts chose to link this historical case with broader
patterns of violence against women. Drawing on local knowledge systems to make
sense of the exhibition, they also referred to the issue of repressed histories: a sense
that Indonesians were still only beginning to gain access to more complex histories of
their country due to the New Order’s tight control of history.75 The exhibition was
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interpreted, then, through the new mnemonic practice within Indonesian civil society
of creating spaces for repressed histories.
The exhibition at Erasmus Huis was organized in conjunction with the
National Commission on Violence against Women. In 2009 the Commission
published a major report on the history of violence against women in Indonesia,
including brief coverage of the enforced military prostitution/military sexual slavery
issue, before dealing with Indonesian military violence against women such as rape in
the disputed provinces of East Timor—now Timor Leste—Aceh and West Papua.76 A
discussion aimed at opening up the history of violence against women was held at the
launch of this exhibition.77 The National Commission of Human Rights hosted a
second exhibition in Jakarta. This reinforced the recommendation in its 2010 report
that the Indonesian government should uphold the human rights of the survivors.78
The exhibition content and the photographs of individual women were thus localized
and framed within a broader context of raising awareness about cases of violence
against women, rather than simply a denunciation of the actions of the Japanese
Imperial Army and Navy.
In the Semarang and Yogyakarta exhibitions there was a strong emphasis on
the exhibition as a form of remembrance. In Semarang the Soegijapranata Catholic
University hosted the exhibition in October 2010. Donny Danardono, a lecturer at the
university, commented that by remembering the women, audiences would indirectly
contribute to the women’s struggle.79 The Yogyakarta exhibition, hosted by Langgeng
Art Foundation in April 2011, included a discussion entitled “A Movement to Reject
Forgetting.” Alit Ambara from the Institute of Indonesian Social History commented
that Banning’s strategy of using very focused facial portraits was to encourage the
desire for dialogue, to create empathy from those who were looking, as well as to
create the desire to know who they were, who was behind the face being presented.
This was the first step to attract the public’s attention to the issue of militarized sexual
abuse which had been silenced in historical discourse.80 This reflects an awareness
that audiences should go beyond just looking. Feminist activist Ita Nadia suggested
that the photos could be used to build a collective memory, especially in relation to
sexual violence. She commented, however, that the photos seemed to be just objects
in the exhibition. She argued for the need for more context to help evoke the
atmosphere of the time this occurred.81
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Banning and Janssen presented the Indonesian survivors as part of a forgotten
history. They were primarily addressing the people of a nation that had direct
experiences of the Japanese occupation—even though most of the audience members
were young people with perhaps only shared family memories or “postmemories” of
the period.82 Indonesians connected the topic to other cases of repressed and contested
history such as ongoing national debates about how to remember the 1965 anticommunist killings in which approximately 500,000 people died.
When the photographs traveled to Japan they were addressing members of a
nation where memories of the Asia-Pacific War have been hotly contested.83 While
Japanese feminist and leftist activists seek to remind Japanese publics of wartime
violence against women, Japanese war veterans and politicians seek to downplay this
history. In Japan, there was a combination of approaches: translating much of the
content of the book for a Japanese photojournalism magazine; using Banning’s
photographs in one of the exhibitions of the Women’s Active Museum on War and
Peace; and mounting the exhibition at the Okinawa Prefectural Peace Museum.

DAYS JAPAN
In October 2014, the photojournalism magazine, Days Japan, featured a selection of
Banning’s photographs.84 Days Japan was established on the first anniversary of the
Iraq war in 2004. Based on “a distrust of conventional media,” it is dedicated to
photojournalism that “tackles topics such as discrimination, oppression, starvation and
crimes by men against women.”85
The compelling photograph of the survivor Wainem appears on the front cover
of the magazine (figure 1), as she had done on the cover of Banning and Janssen’s
catalogue. The cover of the original book is relatively sparing in wordage. The title of
the book in white lettering in English and Dutch and the names of Banning and
Janssen appear in the top left corner, against a black background. The color of the text
harmonizes with the off-white shade of Wainem’s hat. On the cover of Days Japan,
however, there is a series of headings and headlines, conveying information about the
volume as a whole. On the top edge, a banner of white text against a green
background proclaims “Ichi mai no shashin ga kokka o ukogasu koto ga aru. Foto
Jānarizumu Gekkanshi” (A photograph can move a nation. Photojournalism Monthly
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Magazine). Underneath this the title of the magazine, Days Japan, appears in bright
red roman script, standing out against the pale color of Wainem’s hat. Beneath this,
along the right edge, the concerns of the special issue are declared in slightly smaller
red script in Japanese: “Tokushū: ‘Ianfu’ ga mita Nihongun: Filipin, Indoneshia,
Nihon no Kōbunsho” (Special Issue: The Japanese military seen by the “Comfort
Women”: Official documents of the Philippines, Indonesia and Japan). In the bottom
right corner a diagonal band of reddish-brown color bears the words in white lettering
“Hitobito no Ishi ga Sensō o Tomeru Hi ga kanarazu Kuru” (The day will certainly
come when the will of people will bring an end to war). Although these photographs
are just one of the special features in this issue of the journal, they are given
prominence by the size of the bright red text and the placing of Wainem’s photograph
on the front page, which position them as the “cover story.” There is no Japanese book
version of the original Comfort Women/Troostmeisjes, but this special issue provides
much of the content of the original book to an audience of Japanese-literate readers.
Days Japan does not reproduce the propaganda posters, but does provide other
context.86
Fig. 1. Cover of Days Japan 11, no. 10 (Oct. 2014)

Inside the magazine, fourteen pages are devoted to the cover story: six pages
on Indonesia based on Banning and Janssen’s book, four pages on a quilt and a
picture book produced by a survivor from the Philippines, and six pages on extant
Japanese-language documents which incriminate the Japanese military.87 The
inclusion of documentary evidence of the system in this magazine would seem to
preempt potential responses for there are some members of Japanese society who
continue to challenge activism on this issue based on the conservative and denialist
view that there is insufficient evidence of coercion.88
Inside, a close up of Umi’s face covers a double-page spread which introduces
the issue. Paini and Mastia each have a full page. The next page has portraits of
twelve of the survivors arranged in a 3 x 4 grid (figure 2). Extracts from the short
biographical paragraphs from the original book have been translated into Japanese
and appear under each photograph. At times additional details have been added. The
next page is a brief text by Banning and Janssen, translated into Japanese. It seems to
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have been produced for this magazine rather than being a direct translation from the
book.89
Fig. 2. Portraits of survivors. Days Japan 11, no. 10 (Oct. 2014): 16.

When viewing the original exhibition and the associated book, the viewer
encounters each woman as an individual. As one walks around the exhibition, it is
only possible to concentrate on one of the (slightly larger than life-size) photographs
at a time. Similarly, in the original catalogue, each woman’s photograph takes up one
page, the opposite page blank except for the woman’s name in small print. In Days
Japan, however, the arrangement of twelve of the women’s photographs on one page
has the effect of constituting them as a group.
In this context, the gaze of the women in the photographs may now be seen to
be directly addressing readers and viewers from the perpetrator nation of Japan.
Furthermore, the headline, “The Japanese Military Seen by the ‘Comfort Women,’”
suggests a reversal of the gaze. For much of their history, the victims and survivors of
the system have been the object of bureaucratic policies, military orders, military
interrogations, the subject of soldiers’ reminiscences and fictional narratives, the
object of research and the subjects of photographs. By suggesting that they, too, were
looking at the Japanese military, we see that the gaze actually operated in multiple
directions. During wartime, the women had little opportunity to document their
experiences. They had nowhere to record their stories in writing, no cameras to
document what they were seeing from their point of view. From the mid- to late
twentieth century, however, survivors have been interviewed by military interrogators;
have responded to requests for oral history interviews; have recorded their memoirs
(often with the assistance of supporters);90 have depicted their experiences in
paintings; and (in the case of the Filipino woman featured in Days Japan) produced a
pictorial quilt and picture book.91 Nevertheless, in many cases these accounts have
been mediated by interviewers, editors and translators.
A note at the end of the special feature advertises an exhibition at the
Women’s Active Museum on War and Peace, “Tokubetsu-ten chūgakusei no tame no
‘ianfu’ ten +” (Special Exhibition: “Comfort Women” Exhibition for Middle
Schoolers +), held there until the end of November that year (2014). This exhibition,
like other attempts to commemorate the history of the military prostitution/military
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sexual slavery issue, aroused controversy – this time about its appropriateness for
high school students.92 Thus, in Japan the book and exhibitions were placed in the
context of the contested history of the Asia-Pacific War, which is the subject of
disagreement both within Japan and between Japan and its East Asian neighbors.

THE WOMEN’S ACTIVE MUSEUM ON WAR AND PEACE
The Women’s Active Museum on War and Peace (WAM) is dedicated to preserving
the memory of survivors of the enforced military prostitution/military sexual slavery
system.93 On the heels of the controversy about the middle-schoolers’ exhibition,
WAM assisted in displaying Banning and Janssen’s exhibition off-site at the Kid
Ailack Art Hall in Tokyo in October 2015. WAM’s objectives include the goal to
“create a pro-active people’s network to enable a world free of all forms of
violence.”94 WAM is located in the buildings of the Waseda Hōshien complex in
Tokyo, which houses several Christian civil society organizations. The museum and
the Asia-Japan Women’s Resource Centre build on the work of the late journalist
Matsui Yayori (1934–2002) and the Asian Women’s Association which she cofounded.95 In order for visitors to encounter each survivor’s individual life, WAM
makes “testimony panels” for each survivor which show the position of sexual
violence in her whole life. The panels are written in the first person, in order to give
visitors the feeling that they are listening to testimony. Through these “testimony
panels,” visitors can encounter the life of each individual woman, from before the
war, to her experiences in wartime and on through the postwar years when “she broke
her silence and took a stand for truth and justice.”96
At the launch of the exhibition at the Kid Ailack Art Hall, Banning referred to
his parents’ and grandparents’ experiences of the war as interned persons and forced
laborers and stated that he expected visitors to this exhibition to “look these women in
the eye,” so as “to see and share their suffering.” Meanwhile the feminist activist and
director of WAM, Watanabe Mina, stated that “visitors to the exhibition must feel as if
they are watched by the 16 women, rather than watching them.”97 The exhibition then
traveled to the Okinawa Prefectural Peace Museum in November 2015.
WAM also used many of Banning and Janssen’s photographs and testimonies
as part of their first exhibition on the experiences of Dutch and Indonesian victims
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and survivors. The exhibition followed previous exhibitions on Korean, Filipino,
Chinese and East Timorese women. Under the Guise of Asian Liberation: Indonesia
and Sexual Violence under the Japanese Military Occupation ran from mid-2015 to
mid-2016. Presented entirely in the Japanese language, the exhibition challenged the
positive views of the occupation presented by some Japanese veterans and
politicians.98 As in Banning and Janssen’s exhibition, Japanese wartime propaganda
was shown, but here it was juxtaposed with illustrations of the most oppressive
aspects of the occupation, including forced labor and starvation.99 One photograph,
for example, showed malnourished Indonesians in a hospital at the conclusion of the
war. The exhibition mainly focused, however, on the stories of the most prominent
Dutch and Indonesian activists, including Jan Ruff O’Herne and Mardiyem.
A striking feature of the WAM exhibition was the map of Indonesia titled
“Sexual Violence by the Japanese Army in Indonesia” (figure 3). Below the map
appeared photographs of survivors and of the military facilities with testimonies
organized by each island. The exhibition drew on the work of a small number of
Japanese activists and historians who have collected testimonies from Indonesian
survivors since the 1990s.100 The most important sources of information for the
exhibition were the photographs and testimonies collected by Janssen and Banning.
Fifty-three of the seventy-three photographs and short testimonies used in the memory
map were sourced from the Troostmeisjes project.
Fig. 3. Sexual Violence by the Japanese Army in Indonesia. Courtesy of Women’s Active Museum on
War and Peace.

In the WAM exhibition the photographs were slightly larger than a passport
photo. Each portrait appeared on the same plaque as extracts from the individual
woman’s testimony. Here the hierarchy between the image and text was reversed such
that the women’s stories, rather than their faces, were emphasized. In this exhibition,
as in the mini-profiles of the women in Days Japan, the display of all the women on
one wall of the museum positioned them as part of a collective. Furthermore, the pink
plaques featuring the women’s stories were placed alongside white plaques featuring
soldiers’ stories, extracted from their memoirs, but with no photographs. According to
museum curator Yamashita Fumiko, the purpose was to highlight the large gap
between survivor and soldier interpretations of the system. On one side the system
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was seen as an unproblematic source of sexual pleasure, on the other the cause of
immense suffering.101 Within this activist museum, targeted at the Japanese public, the
photographs were thus used to promote a particular kind of memory of the war which
denounced the injuries inflicted by the Japanese army on women in occupied
territories.102
CONCLUSIONS
In this essay we have analyzed the transcultural and localized dimensions of memory
at work in the Troostmeisjes photographic project. We have assessed how memory
informed the exhibition from the point of production to the display of the photographs
across different geographical borders and different mediums of display.
Photographer Jan Banning and anthropologist Hilde Janssen envisaged that the
project would expose the injustices suffered by Indonesian survivors of wartime
military sexual abuse. By taking the women’s photos, recording their stories and
presenting these to the world they hoped to rescue a history that they thought was in
danger of being forgotten without this new retelling. They anticipated that the striking
portraits would increase awareness about this past and possibly prompt forms of
redress for these women, albeit through unspecified mechanisms.
Despite these aims photographs have limits as a mode of communication.
According to Susan Sontag, although photographic knowledge “can goad conscience,
it can, finally, never be ethical or political knowledge.”103 To create ethical or political
knowledge requires a greater contextual understanding of the factors that led to the
system and to the initial failure to recognize the ways in which the system
contravened human rights. Photographs need to be placed in history.
As we have argued, the intended mission of this project can be understood
through debates about “the politics of pity”—an emphasis on creating feelings of pity
for an “unfortunate” other. The three genres of political denunciation, philanthropy
and sublimation described by Boltanski104 and Chouliaraki105 are present across
different aspects of this artistic and documentary project. Debates about the politics of
pity, however, tend to assume one audience and do not account for what happens to
projects such as these when they are displayed in different cultural and geographical
contexts. We have shown how multiple audiences, and thus framings, of one memory
project are possible—particularly as a project moves across cultures or subcultures.
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With respect to the portraits and testimonies, we argued that the surviving
women’s experiences were framed in terms of their victimhood, despite the fact that
some of their brief testimonies suggested alternative identities. This is related to the
politics of pity, which requires a generalized message directed at audiences. Janssen
thus instructed audiences that the survivors “don’t want new generations of women to
become the victim [sic] of sexual violence.”106 Another complexity is that the
photographs suggest features of human suffering which transcend the story of any one
individual, while the narratives in the text restore each woman’s individuality.
The assumed audience of the first exhibition in Rotterdam was a Dutch or
international cosmopolitan audience concerned with human rights issues, historical
issues and art or photography. Banning, as a moral photographer in a philanthropic
mode, anticipated audiences with a shared sense of outrage at cases of human
suffering. Yet he also aimed to produce beautiful photographs to move audiences, thus
endowing the photographs with sublime characteristics.
When the exhibition traveled to Indonesia a local cosmopolitan audience was
anticipated. This is made clear by the fact that it was largely middle-class institutions
such as universities and art galleries that hosted the exhibition. In this case, however,
the history of Indonesia was presented to people who had either shared family
memories or other knowledge frameworks through which they interpreted the
exhibition. Indonesians reinterpreted the women’s memories in the context of local
trends, including an emphasis on repressed histories in Indonesia and the broader
message of opposition to violence against women.
When the Japanese photojournalism magazine Days Japan reworked and represented material from the exhibition in magazine form, using smaller pictures and
including alternative materials, a Japanese-literate audience was being addressed. In
both this magazine and in the next iterations of the exhibition in Japan, sponsored by
and presented within the Women’s Active Museum on War and Peace, the tone taken
by Banning, Janssen and the Japanese sponsors was closer to denunciation directed at
the Japanese government. The curators used the memories presented in the exhibition
to add weight to memory struggles within Japanese society—especially in opposition
to those who would seek to gloss over or play down Japanese war responsibility. This
was a direct response to activist perceptions that no form of redress to date has been
sufficient and that denial of the victimhood of the women is on the rise in Japanese
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society. In Indonesia and Japan, then, the memories presented in the exhibition were
reinterpreted according to local mnemonic practices and knowledge systems.
By combining an analysis of the visual and written texts that accompanied
each iteration of the project, we have drawn attention to multiple and complex threads
within the photographic project. One thread that we believe requires more careful
consideration is the role of the survivors of sexual violence in this and indeed any
other artistic or photo documentary project. If indeed the politics of pity best defines
what is at work here, then in the end how does the project contribute to the women’s
lives? What responsibilities are the women expected to bear to educate the world
about this historical case or about the ongoing occurrence of sexual violence
worldwide?
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